The foundation of the company at the turn of the century by Mr. Wilhelm Rosebrock. It started as a freight transportation establishment situated at the Bremen freight train station. The main business was the transportation of bagage using horse and carriage.

Entrance of Mr. Friedrich Wilhelm Rosebrock and Mr. Richard Sommer in the company. Innovative ideas were implemented by the new generation.

The General Cargo section was formed by Friedrich Wilhelm Rosebrock. Rosebrock became the official Railway Transporter with more than 40 vehicles dedicated for the railway traffic.

The moving company located in Bremen was formed. Under the leadership of Richard Sommer Rosebrock developed to be an international worldwide moving company and neutral port agency.

In the 50's Mr. Richard Sommer continued his international activities in the USA. Through its international network, Rosebrock became a significant provider of removal services, tailored to the needs of the US Soldiers and their families. Each year, Richard Sommer took an active part in the international conference of the HHGFAA (Household Goods Forwarders Association of America). In the year 2009 he was inducted into the “Hall of Honor” in recognition of his outstanding services.

Membership in the HHGFAA, since 2009 name change to IAM (International Association of Movers).
Rosebrock becomes shareholder in Confern-Umzugsbetriebe headquartered in Mannheim.

The company is growing and moves to the GVZ (Cargo Distribution Center) in Bremen.

Newly constructed 2000 m² warehouse, new office building with annex and expansion of the overseas department.

Rosebrock receives the ISO 9001 (Quality Management), 14001 (Environmental Management) and 27001 (Data Information Security) certification.

With the establishment of an own international freight forwarding department (air- and ocean freight), Rosebrock expands its expertise from the private customer business to the worldwide transportation of cargo for industrial customers.

With the opening of an office in Warsaw, Rosebrock is now also represented with own personnel in Poland.

Rosebrock receives accreditation as IATA Cargo Agent.
About us

THE COMPANY

As a Bremen corporation with a long standing tradition, ROSEBROCK is actively and dependably engaged in all aspects of a worldwide international transportation company. For over 120 years the company has provided international logistics solutions and worldwide removal service for private as well as corporate clients.

Our success is based on 5 essential elements:

- A corporate vision
- Personal commitment
- Cultivation of an active international network
- Responsible handling of the us entrusted goods
- A distinctive sense for the logistically feasible
Our Services

* General Cargo
  - Air freight
  - Ocean freight
  - Rail freight
  - Road freight
  - Dual use and military transportation
  - Warehousing
  - Custom clearance

* International removals
GENERAL CARGO

- In 2022 General Cargo was moved from Rosebrook Headquarters in Bremen to Warsaw Branch.
- General Cargo Team in Rosebrook Warsaw is a young and dynamic team who provide services across various modes of transport, including maritime, air, road, and rail.
- In Warsaw Branch we process export and import shipments arriving and leaving various origins and destinations all over the world, we specialize in shipments from and to Poland, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.

OCEAN FREIGHT

- We offer ocean services from and to the main ports in Poland, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands.
- Our solutions include: LCL (Less than container load), FCL (Full container load) RORO, Break bulk services.
- In Warsaw Branch we annually conduct shipment of 284 TEU.

AIR FREIGHT

- We provide door-to-door solutions from Poland to all over the world.
- Airfreight team in Bremen handles air transport from and to Germany.

ROAD TRANSPORT

- Rosebrock Warsaw arrange the precarriage and oncarriage of your cargo/containers.

WAREHOUSING:

- We provide efficient warehousing solutions including short-term and long-term storage needs.

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE

- We facilitate smooth customs processes, ensuring compliance with regulations for hassle-free imports and exports.
INTERNATIONAL REMOVALS

We are your removals company. With our highly skilled professionals we guarantee the smooth organization and execution of your international move.

With Rosebrock you benefit in multiple ways – We combine our experience as international movers with the independence of a neutral port agency. A combination which allows us to develop the optimal logistics for the overseas move which you have entrusted with us.

We mediate independently between the client, steamship company, authorities and worldwide partners. This ensures the usage of the best possible freight rates, i.e. moves to the U.S.A. or Latin America.

OFFICE MOVES – PROJECT MOVES

As a certified moving company together with our qualified staff and partners, we see to it that all of your employees can continue working after your move. We take care of the organization, generate the project plan, offer our packing- and unpacking service as well as the important check lists for your move.

Whether you are moving from one floor to another, within Bremen or clear across Germany, nothing should be left to chance with your office- and project move.

We can take care of your move on a weekend if you wish.
Our Partners and networks
Head office:

Wilhelm Rosebrock GmbH & Co. KG
Albert-Bote-Straße 11
28197 Bremen-GVZ
Postfach 102167
28021 Bremen

mail@rosebrock.com
+49 (421) 52000 -0
+49 (421) 52000 -69

Office Poland:

Wilhelm Rosebrock GmbH & Co. (KG)
Spółka Komandytowa Oddział w Polsce
ul. Wał Miedzeszyński 60B
03-994 Warszawa

warsaw@rosebrock.com
+48 695 054 829

Office Bremerhaven:

Wilhelm Rosebrock GmbH & Co. (KG)
Überseering 1-3
27580 Bremerhaven

mail@rosebrock.com
+49 (421) 52000 -0
+49 (421) 52000 -69